Shaping client-driven business management concepts for modern construction markets
The pioneering review has revealed that various authors have designed and published 77 construction-related business management (BM) concepts during the years 1990-2016 (Huovinen, 2017). In turn, the two-fold aim of our paper is to explore the degrees to which these BM concepts have been designed along the client-driven dimension and to suggest the ways to shape future BM concepts to better accommodate client views in modern construction markets. Our focused review found that 49 (57%) authors have designed their BM concepts along the client-driven sub-dimensions, i.e., 7 to high degrees, 14 to medium degrees, and 28 to low degrees. A further scrutiny of the seven highly client-driven BM concepts revealed that the six sub-dimensions may be of particular importance to take into account when shaping future BM concepts to accommodate client perspectives. These sub-dimensions include (i) client needs, (ii) client base, (iii) buyer-seller collaboration, (iv) sellers’ strategies, (v) buyers’ strategies, and (vi) services’ use, professional, and exchange values. It is envisioned that this focus on client-driven BM will trigger a flow of collaborative R&D&I programs.
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Shaping future construction-related business management: A review of 77 concepts

The aim of this paper is to shape the validity of construction-related business management (BM) concepts and the effectiveness of BM practices within firms competing in construction markets. This shaping is based on the outcomes of the 17-year reviewing process, i.e., 77 construction-related BM concepts published during the years 1990-2016, primarily via 15 journals related to management in construction. Consequently, it is suggested that researchers shape future studies on highly valid BM concepts and highly effective BM practices, reject one-way applications of generic BM knowledge to construction-related contexts, take a proper distance from the eight schools of thought on generic BM, collaborate with business managers, and innovate construction-related, high-validity BM concepts. In turn, business managers could shape insights in contextual differences in construction markets, alertness to find means for dealing with deep uncertainty, such as using experts, own judgement, wisdom from crowds, and foresights to co-produce contextual BM knowledge together with key researchers. Thus, this pioneering review serves as a response to Leiringer and Dainty’s (2017) editorial and the launching of a new section of state-of-the-art reviews of research on management in construction where published knowledge about sub-fields, one of them being construction-related BM, is analyzed and new perspectives are provided through syntheses.

Yhdyskuntien vesihuolto – kehityksen ja elämän ehto

Yhdyskuntien vesihuolto – kehityksen ja elämän ehto
Advancing the design of concepts for international business management with contexts in capital investment markets

The aim of this paper is to advance the design of international business (IB) management concepts with contexts embedded within capital investment markets (CIMs) across the globe. This paper is part of the on-going reviewing of research on CIMs-based business management (BM). So far, the reviewing has resulted in the identification of 77 concepts published during the years 1990-2016. Focal firms have their home bases in the OECD countries plus in Hong Kong and Singapore due to the heritage of the British Commonwealth. Within the 77-concept platform, there are only 21 (27%) IB management concepts, i.e., the authors have designed them along the international dimension. There are 6 (8%) high-degree concepts, 10 (13%) medium-degree concepts, and 5 (6%) low-degree concepts. The high-degree concepts may serve as blocks in theory building. It is proposed that concept designers adopt the necessary Dimensions 1-4 in order to produce theoretically advanced and practically useful CIMs-based IB management concepts, i.e., (1) content-free frames of reference on managing single business, (2) schools of thought on generic BM, (3) theoretical approaches to IB (research), and (4) contexts embedded within international CIMs. Concept designers should adopt these four dimensions pairwise, via Couplings 1-5, during their respective design processes. It is envisioned that IB researchers, CIMs-focused researchers, and IB managers initiate cross-disciplinary and academia-industry research programs on CIMs-based IB management.
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Finnish water services: Experiences in global perspective
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Global challenges and role of institutions in water services
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Vesihuollon globaalit haasteet ja instituutioiden roolit
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Vesihuollon koulutus on erinomaista kehitysyhteistyötä: Keskustelua.
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Features of water co-operatives: A comparative study on Finland and Kenya
There are several ways of arranging rural water supply. One of these is through water cooperatives that have been established to provide water supply, irrigation, and/or sewerage services. Water cooperatives are found in developed countries such as Finland, Denmark, Austria, Canada, and United States, and in developing countries in South America, such as Bolivia and Chile. Water cooperatives or their equivalent organizations that exist in Kenya are called self-help water projects. Yet, surprisingly little attention has been paid to this option even in countries with rich tradition of cooperatives in other sectors. In this study, Finland and Kenya were selected for a comparative analysis of the identified features of water cooperatives. Best practices observed in the features with differences could be shared between the two countries.
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Rakennusten energiankulutuksen perusskenaario Suomessa 2015-2050
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Radical programmes for developing the EU residential building sectors as exemplified by Finland and the Netherlands

The economic recession has hit especially hard the residential building sector in the EU region, e.g., the number of the housing completions has decreased -49% and the total residential output has been squeezed down by -24% between 2007 and 2014 (Euroconstruct, 2015). In turn, the aim of our paper is to suggest a set of radical, novel programmes for developing the national residential building sectors within EU member countries up to 2025. We have applied the framework of strategic niche management (SNM) to the diagnoses of the current portfolios of the innovation, R&D programs in our two member country contexts. In the case of the Northern Finland, the prime example is Huikkavaara, the largest district to be built in the City of Oulu. Homes will be constructed for 20,000 new residents. Huikkavaara is a model for climate-conscious design in the northern hemisphere. Energy and materials are conserved, nature is valued and human beings adapt to their environment. One sub-programme involves Future Buildings and Renewable Energy Project. In the case of the Netherlands, the prime example is Energiesprong (Energy Leap), i.e., the innovation programme commissioned by the Dutch Ministry of the Interior. The aim is to make buildings energy-neutral and boost large-scale initiatives. The sub-programmes are targeting homes owned by housing associations, privately owned homes, office buildings, shops and care institutions. This programme is about ensuring new supply by encouraging companies to package a variety of technical sub-solutions, full services and financing options as well as about asking clients to put out tenders and ask for quotes in novel ways, with the government making changes to the rules and the regulations. Experiences on which the Dutch case in this paper focuses are sub-programmes for residential buildings which includes Rapids, All Lights on Green and Our Home Deserves It. Based on the emerging Finnish and Dutch evidence, we are suggesting key elements to be incorporated into future national residential programmes within EU member countries on: (1) radical direction with balanced stakeholder groups, trustworthy advocates, contextual goal-setting and barriers management, (2) radical networking with entrepreneurial roles and causal links, novel expertise, transparent choices and digital platforms and (3) radical learning processes to arrive at better informed markets on user preferences, co-innovating, new rules and regulations, higher performance/price ratios, higher quality, new roles and responsibilities assignments.
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Life-Cycle Economics of Rentable Prefabricated School Facility Units in Municipal Real Estate Procurement
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Building Codes and Demand Response of Energy Use

Buildings are an essential part of the wider energy system. A significant share of electricity consumption occurs in buildings. Traditionally, buildings have been places where electricity is consumed. Now they have a growing role also as a location where renewable energy production, such as solar power, occurs.

Demand response means the voluntary actions that are taken on the customer side as a response to something on the demand side. In practice, demand response can involve, for example, reducing the energy consumption during the peak times of the larger energy system or shifting the timing of the building’s energy consumption by synchronizing it with local renewable energy production’s profile inside the building. The building codes of Finland direct the designers’ energy-related solutions both in new construction and licenced renovations.

In this conceptual paper, the literature related to demand response and regulation is reviewed, and it is discussed what kind of a role the building codes could have in advancing the buildings’ preconditions for demand response. Demand response is currently brought out in EU directives in the regulation with relation to network operators. However, preparedness for demand response could also be advanced by giving more attention to the timing of power use in the building codes.
Development of students’ multidisciplinary collaboration skills by simulation of the design process
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Institutional development is the key for sustainable water services in the built environment
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Integrated urban water management, the green economy and institutional eco-innovations
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Monitoring needs have increased in recent years, and answers to various questions related to the energy use of the building stock are needed faster than before. POLIREM model is a calculation model that assesses the effect of different policy scenarios on the Finnish building stock. The model determines the energy consumption and greenhouse gas emissions, and its purpose is to assist in the reporting and scenario work. The model has a strong linkage with the statistical data, and a top-down approach, which makes the POLIREM different from previous bottom-up style building stock models.

The POLIREM model was originally developed at the Tampere University of Technology in MS excel environment. In this work, the model was converted into a coded version that ensures flexible scenario building, including ease of updating the input data, as well as enabling further integration of new features and/or data sources. This report provides a technical specification of the python-coded scenario model POLIREM.

This report is part of development work to establish national reporting system/evaluation scheme, and fulfils requirements for openness by describing transparently the used evaluation method for building stock modelling.
The status of socioeconomic segregation was investigated in Helsinki Metropolitan Area, City of Tampere, and City of Turku. Furthermore, the existence of statistically significant associations between changes in housing and building stock, and development of socioeconomic segregation was examined. The empirical analysis was performed in three separate phases, including spatial analysis, estimations of logit models, and finally, OLS estimations of regression models. The data was collected from grid-based monitoring system for spatial structure and urban form (YKR), spanning from 2000 to 2012. The size of one grid cell was 250 x 250 meters. For further analysis, the grid data was merged with a dataset containing locations and basic information on housing developments subsidized by the Housing Finance and Development Center of Finland (ARA).

It was found that the relative number of people living in socioeconomically segregated grid cells had increased in all areas during the study period. However, at the same time the boundary values for lower and upper quintiles of the variables indicating the status of socioeconomic segregation differentiated relatively little in the study period. Furthermore, statistically significant associations between changes in building stock and socioeconomic segregation were observed. Property types and housing tenures located in the grid cells were also found to be associated with the socioeconomic status of people living in those areas.

Resilient urban water services: Toward the Green Economy
In 2050, urbanization will reach 70 percent in the world, implying an increase of 2.8 billion people in urban areas. Major growth will take place in developing countries, particularly in urban areas that already have an aging, inadequate or non-existent sewerage infrastructure, unable to keep up with rising population. Urban settlements also are the main source of point-source pollution. It has been estimated that the urban infrastructure of the world’s cities over the next 20 years will require USD 41 trillion for investments in urban infrastructure, including USD 22.6 trillion on water and sanitation.

Although worldwide the proportion of people with access to water and sanitation gradually increases, in 2008 there were more urban dwellers without access to improved water sources (114 million more) and basic sanitation (134 million more) than in the year 2000. Moreover, water storage, treatment and distribution systems are often poorly maintained. In many developing countries, water losses due to technical leakage and water theft, often exceed 40-60 percent of the total water distribution.

Yet, access to water and sanitation services is a fundamental precondition for poverty reduction and economic progress. Provision of adequate infrastructure and basic services to the poorest urban populations in developing countries will be an essential step to protect these communities and to build resilience to external stressors. Benefit-to-cost ratios have been reported to be as high as 7 to 1 for basic water and sanitation services. Water is also fundamental to the green economy
because it is interwoven with so many sustainable development issues, such as health, food security, and poverty.

Therefore, the specific enabling governance and institutional conditions are needed to achieve the Sustainable Development Goal 6 “Ensure access to water and sanitation for all” by 2030 to eradicate the urban poverty in the developing world.

Tammikuun tehopätkki – mitä tapahtui 7.1.2016? Miten tehoa hallitaan paremmin jatkossa?

Vesihuollon strateginen kehittäminen haltuun: Ydin- ja tukitoiminnon tarpeen hahmottaa selkeästi
Water is a human right, but the services are not

The aim of this paper is to discuss specific enabling governance and institutional conditions, how to achieve the Sustainable Development Goal 6 “Ensure access to water and sanitation for all” (SDG6) by 2030. The authors argue that due to obsolete policies concerning water services pricing and cost recovery, the developing countries are facing an ignored problem of aging and decaying water infrastructures. This makes the SDG6 only a vanishing dream.

Although water and sanitation are explicitly recognized as a human right, 663 million people lacked improved drinking water sources and 2.4 billion people lacked improved sanitation facilities in 2015. The United Nations Secretary-General’s Advisory Board on Water and Sanitation warns that today’s institutional framework requires a major upgrade for the world to possibly meet water and sanitation-related objectives in the 2030 Agenda. For example, underpricing of water is widespread across Africa. Therefore the sector will forgo at least USD 1.8 billion a year in revenues (0.3 percent of GDP). Underpricing has also contributed to the situation, where on average 35 percent of African water services infrastructure assets need rehabilitation.

This wicked “Problematique” requires a new systemic and systematic participatory approach involving also substantive participation by citizens and water users in the actual definition of the goals and direction of water policy, and raising awareness of the importance of water services among policy-makers, water service users and the citizens. Benefit-to-cost ratios have been reported to be as high as 7 to 1 for basic water and sanitation services. We should also be aware that the human rights framework as such does not provide for a right to free water services.
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Koko Julkisivua peittävän lasijulkisivun vaikutus Etelä-Ruotsissa sijaitsevan rakennuksen energiatehokkuuteen
Article discusses the effect of the added façade glazing on the building energy consumption in one case building in Malmö, Sweden
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Lasitetun parvekkeen lämpötilan ja lämpöhäviöiden laskenta
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Onnistumistekijät valtion tukemissa homekorjaushankkeissa


Pystytäänkö haitallisia ilmanvaihtovikoja havaitsemaan ja poistamaan
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Middle-Aged and Elderly Finnish Households Considering Moving, Their Preferences, and Potential Downsizing Amidst Changing Life Course and Housing Career

We examine the moving and housing preferences of middle-aged and older in Finland, a country where population composition and movement through the life course are changing. A logistic regression reveals that middle-aged, moderate income residents, renters, those who have lived in their houses only a short time, and residents who are generally dissatisfied are most likely to consider moving. Downsizing appeals to residents with lower incomes who live alone, and who have been in their current houses longer. All potential movers agree on the importance of transportation access and a neighborhood grocery store; however, those preferring to downsize are also interested in house and neighborhood design as well as services that will allow aging in place. Income limitations may create affordability problems for some potential movers.
The effect of ground leases on house prices in Helsinki

One imperfection in housing markets is imperfect knowledge about legal interests such as ground leases. Both actual reduced legal interest as well as uncertainty surrounding rights and future lease payments for houses constructed on leased land may affect prices relative to houses built on freehold land. We use regression analysis of sales prices of condominium transactions in Helsinki to examine the effect ground leases have on house prices. We find that prices on condominiums constructed on leased lots are discounted at least 5%, on average. In addition, we see that the announcement of potentially large increases in base rents upon renewal contributes to the discount.
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A remarkable share of European mass housing was built with large-panel systems during the 1960s and 1970s. In many countries, this stock is already being demolished or demolition is discussed due to vacancies or social problems. This trend may result in the creation of an unforeseeable amount of concrete waste. Simultaneously, EU has issued the Waste Framework Directive aiming at reuse instead of recycling. Unlike in situ cast concrete, reclaimed prefabricated concrete panels from mass housing carry the potential for reuse. The purpose of this study is to review the reuse potential embedded in Finland's mass housing stock from the perspective of the dimensions of the panels and spaces, i.e., their suitability for architectural (plan) design. The research material consists of architectural drawings of 276 blocks of flats that contain over 26,000 prefabricated wall panels and nearly 14,000 hollow-core slabs, the dimensions of which are compared to current norms and guidelines for dimensioning living spaces. The technical prerequisites for reuse are reviewed with the help of literature. The study results in identifying an inventory of panels typical to Finnish precast concrete construction, which, in principle, should not exist because the building plans were not standardized but were supposed to be unique. The panels are found to be still usable in architectural (plan) design of detached houses, which form one third of annual residential production in Finland.
The purpose of this study is to perform a multiparametric analysis on the environmental factors, the physiological stress reactions in the body, the measured alertness, and the subjective symptoms during simulated office work. Volunteer male subjects were monitored during three four-hour work meetings in an office room, both in a ventilated and a non-ventilated environment. The environmental parameters measured included CO₂, temperature and relative humidity. The physiological test battery consisted of measuring autonomic nervous system functions, salivary stress hormones, blood's CO₂- content and oxygen saturation, skin temperatures, thermal sensations, vigilance, and sleepiness. The study shows that we can see physiological changes caused by high CO₂ concentration. The findings support the view that low or moderate level increases in concentration of CO₂ in indoor air might cause elevation in the blood's transcutaneously assessed CO₂. The observed findings are higher CO₂ concentrations in tissues, changes in heart rate variation, and an increase of peripheral blood circulation during exposure to elevated CO₂ concentration. The subjective parameters and symptoms support the physiological findings. This study shows that a high concentration of CO₂ in indoor air seem to be one parameter causing physiological effects, which can decrease the facility user's functional ability. The correct amount of ventilation with relation to the number of people using the facility, functional air distribution, and regular breaks can counteract the decrease in functional ability. The findings of the study suggest that merely increasing ventilation is not necessarily a rational solution from a technical-economical viewpoint. Instead or in addition, more comprehensive, anthropocentric planning of space is needed as well as instructions and new kinds of reference values for the design and realization of office environments.
Energy saving potential of glazed space: Sensitivity analysis
This study focuses on the impact of different types of glazed balconies on the energy consumption of buildings in northern climatic conditions. The starting point was a glazed balcony in a typical Finnish block of flats of the 1970s, whose impact on the energy consumption of the building was analysed with the IDA-ICE 4.6.1 software based on 156 different calculation cases. In light of the results of the sensitivity analysis, the five key factors affecting the energy engineering design of a glazed space are the integration of the space to the building's ventilation system, heat losses from the building to the balcony and from the balcony to outdoor air, the air tightness of the balcony and the absorption coefficients of its surfaces. Research has shown that higher energy savings in kilowatt hours can be achieved in a northern than a southern climate although percentage-wise savings are higher, for example, in Central Europe than in Finland. Thus, the determination of energy savings by kilowatt hour gives a better idea of the true significance of balcony glazing in a building than a percentage-wise analysis. (C) 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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Glazed space thermal simulation with IDA-ICE 4.61 software-Suitability analysis with case study

Many previous articles point out the need of using accurate energy simulation programme for studying the indoor climate and energy use of the highly glazed spaces. This article examines the suitability of IDA Indoor Climate and Energy (IDA-ICE) software for the glazed space energy simulation in theory and practice. The analysis of how the programme meets highly glazed space simulation needs has been done and comparison to the actual field measurement case conducted by using two different window and zone models featured by the simulation tool to examine the software function in practice. The measured data is from the two flats and attached balconies situated in Tampere (61 degrees 29'53'' N, 023 degrees 45'39'' E), Finland. The final outcome was that the IDA-ICE 4.61 is well suited for the glazed space studies and the most accurate results are achieved by using a detailed window and zone models. Critical input parameters were the absorption coefficient of the surfaces, the balcony's unintended ventilation, external shading and building supply air flow rate from the outside to apartment through the balcony. The results show that in design situation where attached balcony's one side is glazed and two sides opaque, the uncertainty of the input parameters can easily cause greater deviation between measured and simulated indoor temperatures than the deviation caused by the use of different zone and window models. (C) 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
A Co-creation Centre for University–Industry Collaboration – A Framework for Concept Development

Abstract It is argued in general that future success in effective innovation creation is built on the ability to connect and manage talent, partnerships and related practical innovation processes. This makes it challenging for a university to develop an ecosystem of knowledge creation. The full benefit from a university can only be obtained if the university and society are organically linked together. The needs of society have to be at the centre of a university's activities, and flexible adjustment to changing needs is necessary but often lacking. Campus management has a major role in the facilitation of multidisciplinary interaction between students, scientists, entrepreneurs and other industry partners that inspire each other with different perspectives on the same subject. One significant tool to support open innovation with diverse stakeholders is to provide supportive spaces with relevant services. This paper aims to identify the requirements of a Co-creation Centre as a concept serving the third role of a university. The literature review was conducted and, based on the result, this paper proposes a conceptual framework for capturing the key requirements for developing a multiuser Co-creation Centre. The framework consists of the requirements on the demand and supply sides of campus management. The main findings in this paper are that different modes of knowledge conversion have different capabilities to support knowledge co-creation requirements. Knowledge co-creation process requirements in the multiuser Co-creation Centre for university–industry collaboration are best supported by originating “Ba”, which means the place where individuals share...
feelings, emotions, experiences, and mental models and the place where the knowledge-creation process begins. The results contribute to the concept development in campus management and provide a starting point for evaluating the success of multidisciplinary and multi-actor innovation environments.
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Betonielementtien uudelleenkäyttömahdollisuudet
Challenges Facing BIM Education: Development of Appropriate Teaching and Learning Resources

Building Information Modelling (BIM) is becoming the new norm in the AEC industry and also part of many construction project management (CPM) programmes. In terms of teaching BIM there is the need for specific resources in explaining the theoretical principles of BIM, BIM tools (authoring, audit and analysis) and building models themselves. Theoretical resources that are available for education in the form of books, articles and websites are easy and straightforward to locate. Likewise a good share of various tools are available for educational purposes. On the other hand, actual building models represent a challenge in terms of preparing and optimising usage of the model for high quality educational purposes. This paper addresses the difficulty in walking the narrow line between an industry ready BIM versus a BIM that is good for student learning and offers a realistic and practical, but simultaneously achievable learning environment. Conducting a case study in an undergraduate CPM education setting, three approaches for obtaining BIM resources were identified with various challenges and benefits. A combination of internally developed models for early exposure and industry models for later courses is proposed.
Effect of Tire Configuration on the Performance of a Low-Volume Road Exposed to Heavy Axle Loads: Mechanical Modeling

A series of response measurements was conducted at an instrumented low-volume road test site to determine the effects of different tire configurations of a heavy vehicle on the performance of the road structure. After the measurements were made, a true three-dimensional finite element model was developed with PLAXIS 3D 2012 software. The aim of the modeling was to find explanatory factors between the measured stress-strain relationships and confirmed permanent deformations, rutting in particular, at test site conditions. A model was created with reasonable material parameters. The model produced stress levels and road surface deflections that are comparable with the measured values. The mobilizing levels of shear strains seem to explain the notable permanent deformation at the test site despite the relatively low amount of heavy traffic. The shear strain levels can also be used as an efficient tool in evaluating the effects of other variables, such as road structural layers, construction materials, and environmental conditions, on the risk that structural deterioration of roads may occur when the intensity of loading increases.
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Effect of Tire Configuration on the Performance of a Low-Volume Road Exposed to Heavy Axle Loads: Response Measurements

A series of response measurements was conducted at an instrumented low-volume road test site to determine the effects of different tire configurations of a heavy vehicle on the performance of the road structure. The test site road had a thin asphalt concrete surface, and the total thickness of its structural layers was about half a meter; the road rested on a silty subgrade. The response measurements with two axle loads, 80 kN and 100 kN, included recording of road surface deflection and vertical stresses at three depths below the road surface. The results indicated that the stresses inside the road structure were up to 30% higher when narrow types of single tires were used instead of normal dual tires. According to the employed distress models, this means a threefold to fourfold difference in the service life of the road.
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Energiansäästöä parvekkeen lasitukselle
Evaluation of a carbonation model for existing concrete facades and balconies by consecutive field measurements

The square root model is widely used to predict the initiation phase of reinforcement corrosion induced by carbonation of the concrete cover. The model is based on diffusion laws which makes its validity arguable. The model has been accused of not being able to model accurately carbonation in structures exposed to drying/wetting cycles. The model was evaluated by field measurements on 18 existing concrete buildings conducted twice at an average interval of 8 years. Data from individual parallel samples as well as averaged measurement data were produced. The propagation of carbonation over a certain period of time and variation in the carbonation coefficient were studied using the data. Individual measurements indicated high variation and even inconsistency in carbonation depth. Thus, the carbonation coefficient calculated for the square root model also varied widely. Despite the high scatter, the averaged carbonation of many buildings was found to be closely in line with the prediction of the square root model.
Heat Loss Rate of the Finnish Building Stock

This paper presents a bottom-up model for studying the heat loss rate of the building stock. The model is a step towards more complex building-stock power modeling, whose goal is to predict the sources and the amount of demand response potential under different conditions. The heat loss rate is the fraction of thermal power needed to compensate for the heat loss via exterior walls, windows, roofs, floors and ventilation in the buildings. The heat loss rate depends on the physical characteristics of the building envelope and ventilation and on weather conditions.

We first examine the current state of power and energy modeling. We then describe the research object of this study and
the calculation method. The calculation results presented in the third section are illustrated at the hourly level, sorted by the main source of the heating energy of the building. In addition to the analysis of the building stock level, the heat loss rate was calculated on a building level using some typical building information models for validation purposes. The validation indicated that the results obtained with the two methods were consistent and that the order of magnitude was reasonable. The Finnish building stock was used as a research object in the demonstration of the model. Finally, some further needs for research are discussed.
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Heat release caused by the smouldering combustion of the binder of rockwool
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Karbonatisoitumisen eteneminen olemassa olevissa betonijulkisivuissa ja -parvekkeissa sekä sisärakenteissa
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Karbonatisoitumisen mallin luotettavuus betonijulkisivujen ja -parvekkeiden käyttöiän arvioinnissa
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vrourokaudesta ja vuorokauden tunnistaa riippuen potentiaalit vaihtelevat voimakkaasti. Suurimmat ohjauspotentialit ovat lämmityskaudella sähkölämmityksessä sekä käyttöveden lämmityksessä läpi vuoden. Mahdollisuuksia on myös isompien kiinteistöjen ilmavanhdon, jähdyttävän ja valaistuksen ohjauksessa sekä mm. ulkovalaistuksessa, autolämmityksissä, erilaisissa lisälämmitysvastuksissa sekä erikoiskohteluissa, kuten kasvihuoneet.

Tehtyjen analyysien ja verkkoyhötiöille tehdyn kyselyn perusteella AMR-mittareiden ohjausaikatauluun kytketyn ohjausreleetta kautta on ohjattavassa yli 1 000 MW pääosin erilaista sähkölämmitys- ja lämmintävaraa j_neuronsuorakorttua. Tämä ohjattavissa oleva kuormitus olisi otettavissa käyttöön hyvinkin nopeasti, ja hyödynnettävissä esim. day-ahead (Elspot) - markkinoilla toimittaessa. Käytännön toteutus vaati kuitenkin vielä tietojärjestelmärajoitusten standardointia siten, että ohjausannalta kulkevat saumattomat sähkömiyjyjä ja verkkoyhötiöiden välillä. AMR-mittareiden ns. kuormanohjausreleeeseen on kytkettyjä samaa suuruusluokkaa oleva määriä huippuohjauksia, jota voitaisiin hyödyntää päivän sisällä tapahtuvissa ohjaussuorituksissa (intra-day (Elbas), säätöohjelmakirjannaksi). Riittävän nopeaan ja luotettavaan tiedonsiirtoon sekä ohjaus- ja keskusten asennuksiin liittyviin ohjausyhteyksiin perustuvan ohjausyhteyden yhteydessä voidaan käyttää samoja ohjausvaiheita joustavassa ohjausyhteydessä. Se on nimeä PI (Possibility Index).

Day-ahead ja intra-day markkinoita merkitsevää älykkäämmin taloudellisen potentiaalin tarjoavat antenniyhteyksiin olemassa olevat, maailmalujoitettavasti huomattavat tehokasitset, käyttö- ja häiriöreservmarkkinat. Nykyistä AMR-teknologiaa ei voida selaisenaan käyttää nopeisiin ohjauksiin, vaan reservimarkkinoille tarjottava kuorman ohjaus vaatii teknisesti kehittyneempänä ratkaisua. Todennäköisesti reservimarkkinoille tarjottava kysynnän jousto laajenee ensi isompien kiinteistöjen kuormien ohjauskäytänteisiä; esim. reservimarkkinoille hyvin sovellutuvat ilmavaihtoe-, jähdyttys- ja valaistuskuormat muodostavat satojen megawattien suuruisen kuormituksen valtakunnan tasolla.

Leveraging concepts for environmentally sustainable business management in construction - a focused review

The main objective of this paper is to advance applied conceptual knowledge about environmentally sustainable business management (BM) in construction. Environmentally sustainable BM is herein defined to encompass the utilization and development of natural resources in ways which are compatible with the maintenance of these resources, and with the conservation of the natural and built environments, for current and future generations. In principle, concept designers can incorporate environmental sustainability into their BM concepts as a dimension, an element, or an attribute of managing, or as a criterion in decision making. Readily, the 71 construction-related BM concepts have been published between 1990 and 2013. A focused review resulted in the expected findings, i.e., only the 11 (15%) construction-related BM concepts have been designed along the environmental sustainability dimension. Thus, it is posited that high-sustainability BM
concepts be designed by coupling environmental sustainability with the three other necessary dimensions, i.e., content-free frames of reference on BM, schools of thought on generic BM, and focal contexts in construction, respectively. In turn, CIB-related researchers may adopt these couplings and engage themselves with cross-disciplinary BM conceptualization programs in collaboration with farsighted business managers in construction.
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Plenitulisen omistusasujan energiaköyhyys: Energiaiköyhyyden jatkoselvitys liittyen asuntojen lämmitysremonttaihin ja energiakuluihin
Selvityksessä tarkastellaan asuntojen perusparannusten ja lämmitystavan muutoksen yhteyttä energiaköyhyyden riskiin. Energiaiköyhyydelä tarkoittaetaan vaikeutta ylläpitää tai tyydyttää perustarpeita energian kulutusten takia. Selvityksen tarkastelu on rajattu omistusasuntoihin, sillä vuokralaiset eivät joudu tekemään investointeja asuntojen perusparannuksiin. Tarkastelu painottuu erityisesti pieni- ja alle keskituloisiin talouksiin.
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Safety, Space and Structure Quality Requirements in Construction Scheduling
Abstract Quality assessment of a construction project schedule can be a challenging task for project stakeholders. A little research work has addressed quality of schedules though a good project schedule can be considered as of the key factors of project success. The development of a reliable and easy to perform construction schedule quality assessment procedure seems to be a challenging task. Since Schedule Health Assessment of a construction project has to be strictly related to process requirements, it is used the 3 "S" rule as a starting point and framework for obtaining improved understanding of quality of construction schedules. The 3 "S" are Safety, Space and Structure, meaning that the planned process should provide a safe working environment to construction workers, sufficient space to perform construction activities and the required sequence of construction operations and project phases. The aim of the study is to implement a schedule quality assessment method that takes into account the 3 "S" rule of construction process. The 3 "S" requirements can be successfully integrated in a Schedule Health Assessment method, but to facilitate their implementation and control a flow-line chart is needed, thus the schedule tool becomes a new requirement for construction schedule quality control.
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Social and Economic Importance of Water Services in the Built Environment: Need for More Structured Thinking

Abstract Community water supply takes priority over other water use purposes worldwide. Investment in water and sanitation systems in developing economies brings a multitude of economic and social benefits. Water infrastructure systems across the world will deteriorate unless substantially more rehabilitation is done. This paper presents a structured and hierarchical framework for sustained water services development consisting of institutions, provision, water infrastructure and production of services that hopefully create better understanding of how to develop our systems and services as part of the built environment for more sustained futures.
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Stirring the Construction Project Management with Co-creation and Continuous Improvement

Abstract Gathering information that is capable to explain customers’ needs is usually seen as a quite straightforward part of the traditional construction process: a customer should be able to tell all relevant needs in the first stage so that a building could be designed and built according to the gained information. But the process is lacking of service abilities if a customer wants to modify the given information due to a change in circumstances, albeit such a change is easily caused due turbulent economic situations and long spans in real-estate development projects. Hence the customer perspective regarding the construction management (CM) process should be accommodated better. In this paper, the case studies of the four premises improvement projects are reported upon, where the CM process was altered to include and apply the concepts of continuous improvement and co-creation. The process documentation covered the impacts of the case project on the usability of the premises, the indoor climate conditions (carbon dioxide and temperature) metering, the time lapse cameras and the on-line user feedback system. The documentation consists of the minutes of the meetings, the financial reporting and the time tables. Both the processes and the results of the projects are analysed. Based on the key findings, some suggestions are put forth upon how to improve the CM process to better serve customer interests and quality improvement in the future.
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The aim of this paper is to advance applied theoretical knowledge on international business (IB) ideation by designing the managing of such ideation as three recursive, multi-competence-enabled systems. The core principles of Beer’s (1985) Viable System Model are adopted for this system design task. The Viable System Model consists of five interacting sub-systems that can support a viable IB unit. The contribution of this design of the three recursive, multi-competence-enabled systems will be three novel pieces of the applied theoretical knowledge about recursivity and competences that advance the management of an IB unit as a whole and in particular that of IB ideation. For future research, I initially propose that the IB ideation (unit) is being managed the more successfully within its focal contexts, the more extensively the IB ideation is designed as a set of three recursive systems enabled by respective multi-competences. Moreover, the 3-system design may serve as the frame of reference for those compatible theorization initiatives vis-a`-vis viable IB ideation management that interested competence-based management scholars will conduct in the future. I put forth the three templates to facilitate the enhancement of the IB ideation practices among leading, innovative firms and especially by the pioneering management of IB (ideation) units.
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Poor state of water and sanitation services: Why ignorance is reshaping our future?

This paper diagnoses the lack of understanding and ignorance of consequences due to unviable water services. In terms of water quality and related services, access to improved water sources and to sanitation facilities remains a key development challenge. Between 1990 and 2008, access to improved water sources increased by 1.8 billion people, however 240 million people are still expected not to have access to an improved water source by 2050, primarily in developing countries. This problem is particularly acute in urban areas as the share of city dwellers without access to treated water actually increased between 1990 and 2008. The share of people without access to treated water is also expected to increase in sub-Saharan Africa, where the Millennium Development Goal for improved water supply is unlikely to be met.

Worse still, nearly 1.4 billion people are expected to have no access to basic sanitation services in 2050. 2.6 billion people still do not use improved sanitation, whilst 884 million people do not use improved sources of drinking water. Of critical importance is the fact that access to an “improved” water source does not necessarily mean access to “safe” water fit for human consumption. As a result, half of Africa’s hospital beds are filled with people suffering from a water-related disease. While the service coverage estimates identify the order-of-magnitude of the problem, the numbers of people threatened by poor management of constructed systems is much greater.

Investment in water infrastructure can reduce the strain on government health budgets by reducing external costs from adverse health impacts resulting from poor water and sanitation services. Benefit-to-cost ratios have been reported to be as high as 7 to 1 for basic water and sanitation services in developing countries. The social benefits that water and wastewater services provide are well known, including reduced mortality and morbidity from waterborne diseases. Most of these benefits accrue outside the financial accounts of the infrastructure investor, creating a significant gap between “project” and “social” rates of return. Since the development of water and wastewater infrastructure grew out of the public health revolution in the late 1800s, there is a strong link between public health and the development of water and wastewater utilities.

Provision of adequate infrastructure and basic services to the poorest populations in developing countries will be an essential step to protect these communities and to build resilience to external stressors. In developing countries, access to water and sanitation services is a fundamental precondition for poverty reduction and economic progress. The multiple benefits of providing access to water and sanitation in terms of health, life expectancy, and the freeing of time for education and economic activities, are well known. Yet, the prevailing paradigm has been for decades and still is: Although investments in water and sanitation services are producing unquestionably high rate of returns, we’ve much more fashionable items on our agenda, such as climate change, integrated water resources management, food and water security, green economy, water as a human right. Therefore the needed investments are not simply done.
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Kohdistunut kuormitus voidaan jakaa laajemmalle alueelle, tulee rakennuksen koneellinen ilmanvaihto kokonaisuudessaan tehokkaammin hyödyksi. Myös tilat voivat olla ilmankulureittejä, eivät ainoastaan ilmanvaihtokanavat.
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